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课程简介：
The study of games invokes ideas from many different areas if scientific research:
Philosophy, Mathematics, Computer Science, Logic, Psychology and Economics. In this short
course the use of arguments, specifically from Mathematics, Logic and Computer Science
will be illustrated, focussing on four by now rather classic topics in Computation and
Complexity theory (classic because these topics all have a history of more than 20 years).
Course 1: Problems about games and mathematical solutions
地点：清华大学新斋 335 教室
时间：5 月 22 日 9:30-12:00 AM
A first question to ask when facing some (new) game is to determine whether the
game as presented will terminate at all. The next question is to determine whether it can be
predicted which player can win the game starting at some particular configuration, in
particular starting at the start configuration of the game.
Termination proofs for games are of quite different degrees of sophistication;
frequently termination is trivial or enforced by the rules of the game. In other cases the proof
may share the same degree of mathematical depth as encountered with termination proofs for
programs. No wonder – these two problems are in essence equal.
The problem of determining the winner in some given position rarely can be solved
my a direct mathematical argument. Lacking such mathematical insight the generic solution
method is known by the name Backward Induction. How this method should be used and to
what degree it is applicable and yields the desired result depends on the structure of the game.
We discuss the variations, generalizations and limitations of Backward Induction.
Course 2: PSPACE and its relation to games
地点：清华大学新斋 335 教室
时间：5 月 22 日 2:00-4:30 PM
In Complexity theory there is a folklore belief expressed by the slogan “Games capture
the complexity class PSPACE” .
In order to understand the content of this belief we first have to understand how
(families) of games can be used to determine a language as is performed by the machine
models used in Automata and Computation Theory. Next we explain how a single
mathematical description of elements in PSPACE leads to four types of characterizations: in
terms of Space bounded sequential computations, time bounded parallel computations,
alternation based descriptions in logic and machine models and finally games. This
description goes back to the analysis underneath Savitch’ theorem (1970) stating that
PSPACE = NPSPACE.

Course 3: Interactive protocols
地点：清华大学新斋 301 教室
时间：5 月 23 日 9:30-12:00 AM
Interactive protocols represent a mode of computation which introduces an almost
complete set of game based ingredients into computation theory: multiple agents, choices,
randomness and partially hidden information. Using these protocols one can achieve tasks
formerly believed to be impossible, like convincing someone of the truth of some statement
without providing a shred of evidence. Eventually, as shown by Shamir (1990), it yields yet
another characterization of PSPACE.
Course 4: The evasiveness problem for graph properties
地点：清华大学新斋 324 教室
时间：5 月 23 日 2:00-4:30 PM
One of the earliest appearances of games in Theoretical Computer Science is the game
played by an algorithm attempting to solve a problem against an adversary feeding the worst
possible input to this algorithm (this type of argument is known by the name of the adversary
argument). Evasive properties are properties for which in the worst case the complete
structure of the object under consideration must be known in order to decide the property.
Around 1973-74 several authors together converged on the conjecture that, for the
special case of Graph properties in the edge-probe model all nontrivial monotone graph
properties are evasive. In this form the conjecture is still open. However, the weaker
conjecture that for these properties at least a constant fraction of all edges must be probed has
been proved. We describe the theory (an application of algebraic methods in combinatorics)
leading to this result by Rivest and Vuillemin (1974) which establishes the undesirable
consequences of using adjacency matrices for representing graphs in a computer.
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